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Purpose: To evaluate the clinical rationale of wavefront-shaping technology, describe how intraocular lenses (IOLs) using wavefront- 
shaping technology are differentiated from refractive or diffractive optical presbyopia-correcting designs, and describe the mode of 
action of this technology.
Methods: Extended depth of focus (EDoF) IOLs are the latest class of presbyopia-correcting IOLs addressing the growing demand of 
patients for reduced spectacle dependence. These use various optical technologies, including diffractive designs (eg, TECNIS Symfony 
ZXR00 and AT LARA 29 MP) and non-diffractive designs such as small aperture (eg, IC-8 IOL and XtraFocus Pinhole Implant), 
spherical aberration (eg, MINI WELL Ready and LuxSmart), and wavefront shaping (eg, AcrySof IQ Vivity DFT015 and Clareon 
Vivity CNWET0). Despite some improvement in visual acuity at intermediate and near distances, these technologies can still be 
associated with increased rate of visual disturbances or poorer distance vision compared with monofocal IOLs. One way to overcome 
such limitations is using a wavefront-shaping optical principle.
Results: Clinical data show that wavefront-shaping technology results in a continuous EDoF compared with a monofocal IOL while 
exhibiting a minimal halo, similar to an aspheric monofocal IOL. Clinically, this translates to a lens that has proven to exceed the 
American National Standards Institute/American Academy of Ophthalmology criteria for an EDoF IOL.
Conclusion: The novel wavefront-shaping optic technology allows patients to achieve a continuous range of vision from distance to 
functional near with low levels of visual disturbances comparable with aspheric monofocal IOLs.
Keywords: cataract surgery, visual disturbances, extended depth of focus, wavefront-shaping technology

Introduction
Multifocal intraocular lenses (IOLs) may be used to provide a refractive benefit at distance, as well as for intermediate 
and/or near, to patients undergoing cataract surgery or refractive lens exchange.1,2 Compared with monofocal IOLs that 
focus light on a single focal point on the retina, multifocal IOLs create two or more foci along the visual axis, resulting in 
a broader vision range for the patient from distance to near.3 However, each focus created by the multifocal IOLs can be 
associated with secondary out-of-focus images, resulting in visual disturbances for the patient, especially halos and 
glares.2 Recently, a new category of IOLs called extended depth of focus (EDoF) has emerged.4

Clinically, EDoF IOLs are intended to ensure a minimum threshold of good intermediate visual performance, while 
maintaining the distance vision and visual quality close to that of a monofocal IOL.3,4 Based on the recommendations of 
a task force from the American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO), the US Food and Drug Administration defined several 
clinical criteria related to EDoF IOLs in the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/AAO Standard Z80.35–2018.5 

According to these criteria, EDoF IOLs should provide a monocular negative depth of focus at 0.2 logarithm of the 
minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) or Snellen 6/9.6 of at least 0.5 diopters (D) greater than a monofocal control. 
Additionally, monocular photopic distance-corrected intermediate visual acuity (VA) (66 cm) should be superior to that of 
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a monofocal control IOL, and at least 50% of eyes should achieve a VA of 0.2 logMAR (Snellen 6/9.6) or better.5,6 Finally, 
mean monocular photopic best-corrected distance VA should be non-inferior to that of a monofocal control IOL. Monocular 
mesopic contrast sensitivity and visual symptoms questionnaires are required to be assessed; however, no specific criteria 
relating to visual quality or visual disturbances have been detailed.5,6

To provide a range of vision that could meet ANSI/AAO EDoF criteria without increasing the risk for visual 
disturbances, new optical principles of non-diffractive and diffractive IOLs were explored. The non-diffractive wave-
front-shaping technology was found to be a potential optical design that could be applied to an IOL to meet this unmet 
need for patients. This novel optical principle shapes the wavefront so that the focal point is altered to form a continuous 
extended focal range, and it has been clinically proven to meet the design intent.5–8

Understanding the main optical principles of EDoF IOLs is crucial to ensure appropriate lens selection and, ultimately, 
postoperative patient satisfaction. This article describes the different main optical principles of LENTIS Comfort MF15 
(Teleon Surgical BV, Spankeren, the Netherlands), ACUNEX Vario (Teleon Surgical BV, Spankeren, the Netherlands), AT 
LARA (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany), TECNIS Symfony (Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA), 
LuxSmart (Bausch + Lomb, Berlin, Germany), AcrySof IQ Vivity and Clareon Vivity (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort 
Worth, TX, USA), IC-8 IOL (AcuFocus, Irvine, CA, USA), and XtraFocus Pinhole Implant (MORCHER GmbH, Stuttgart, 
Germany). Great focus is given in explaining the mode of action of the wavefront-shaping technology. Furthermore, the 
mode of action of this technology could be further understood by watching the Supplementary video. We also compared 
this non-diffractive technology with IOLs utilizing other optical technologies to extend the depth of focus.

Overview of the Different Optical Principles of EDoF IOLs
The ideal EDoF lens would concentrate light down to a point that would remain focused over an extended range, like 
a line of light along the visual axis that puts distance and near objects, as well as everything in between, in sharp focus 
(Figure 1A).5 Although such lenses may be physically impossible to manufacture because of the limitations of the 
properties of light, the evolution of EDoF technology should converge toward this ideal solution.3–5 However, if the strict 
requirements of the line focus are reduced slightly, and the light entering the eye can be focused to a narrow channel that 
is stretched over an extended range, some of the goals of the ideal EDoF lens can be achieved because longer channels 

Figure 1 Diagrams of the light paths and corresponding focal points of an ideal EDoF IOL and the main categories of EDoF IOLs currently available on the market. (A) 
Desired EDoF IOL. (B) Small-aperture IOL. (C) Spherical aberration IOL. (D) Diffractive IOL. (E) Wavefront-shaping IOL. The images were generated by one of the authors 
(Dr Xin Hong) who has given permission for inclusion in the manuscript. 
Abbreviations: EDoF, extended depth of focus; IOL, intraocular lens.
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lead to more extended vision range, and smaller diameter channels create sharper images.5 This is because light that 
strikes the retina within that channel is in focus and contributes to the perception of a sharp image, whereas light that 
strikes the retina outside that channel is spread around and may be perceived as either halos or blur.5 Over the last 
decade, various optical principles have been utilized to create the channel of EDoF IOLs, including small aperture, 
spherical aberration, wavefront shaping, and diffractive optics.4,5 Small aperture, spherical aberration, and wavefront 
shaping are all non-diffractive lens technologies.

Non-Diffractive Technologies
Small Aperture 
Small-aperture IOLs create an EDoF via the use of an opaque mask (also called the pinhole effect), which blocks 
peripheral light rays from entering the back of the eye (Figure 1B).3 The IC-8 IOL and XtraFocus Pinhole Implant are 
two examples of small-aperture IOLs currently available on the market.2,9,10 Similar to the small-aperture mode used in 
photography, small-aperture lenses do not increase the concentration of the light in the EDoF channel, but rather remove 
the light that would normally be outside the channel. This has the effect of increasing the depth of focus by reducing the 
total amount of light entering the eye, which can affect patient vision and contrast as has been observed with XtraFocus 
IOLs, especially in dim light conditions.5,9 The IC-8 IOL was also shown to reduce mesopic contrast sensitivity, which 
can be partly mitigated by monocular implant.10 This technology demonstrated improved vision in eyes with severe 
corneal irregularities or astigmatism, as well as those with iris trauma.9,11,12 However, some studies revealed that 
small-aperture IOLs can induce halos in some patients, and that dysphotopsias and reduced depth of focus may occur 
with naturally large pupils.10,13

Spherical Aberration 
Aspheric EDoF IOLs modulate the spherical aberration of the optic to increase depth of focus. They are made of zones, 
the curvature of which reduces continuously from the center to the periphery, resulting in a drop in optical power towards 
the edge: the greater the lens curvature, the greater the optical power.14,15 The different aspheric zones result in the focus 
of the light rays at different points along the vision axis forming an increased depth focus (ie, EDoF channel; Figure 1C). 
Depending on where the rays enter the lens, the light converges either to a focal point in the EDoF tunnel, or outside the 
channel, which can lead to halos. Examples of spherical aberration-based EDoF IOLs currently available on the market 
are MINI WELL Ready (SIFI S.p.A, Lavinaio, Italy) and LuxSmart (Bausch + Lomb, Berlin, Germany).3,16 MINI 
WELL Ready comprises three zones: a steep central zone with positive spherical aberration, a middle zone with negative 
spherical aberration, and an outer monofocal zone: EDoF results from the alternating positive and negative spherical 
aberrations of the central and middle zone.17 Some clinical studies reported that MINI WELL can provide satisfactory 
intermediate VA with a favorable visual disturbance profile.18,19 However, contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequency 
was found lower for these IOLs compared with monofocal IOLs, and halos perception was increased for MINI WELL 
Ready compared with a monofocal IOL.19

Diffractive Technologies
Diffractive technologies have already been used in multifocal IOLs to create multiple foci and improved near and/or 
intermediate vision.2 This IOL design is usually associated with higher levels of visual disturbances when compared with 
other types of design.5 More recently, diffractive designs with low addition power have been used to develop EDoF 
IOLs.3 TECNIS Symfony ZXR00 and AT LARA 29 MP are two examples of diffractive EDoF IOLs currently available 
on the market.3 In this case, some of the rays come to focus within the EDoF channel at the distinct foci, while the 
remaining rays lay outside of the channel, resulting in halos (Figure 1D).5 By decreasing the near optical power to an add 
power below +2.0 D,20 diffractive EDoF IOLs can create a more continuous range of vision from distance to intermediate 
and into the near range; however, these are typically still associated with an increased level of visual disturbances 
compared with a monofocal IOL.5 The ReSTOR +2.5 D (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA) can be 
classified between a low-addition multifocal IOL and a traditional bifocal diffractive IOL intended to provide good near 
vision.21,22 The lens was designed to have a +2.5 D add power, which equates to moderate near vision, and an 
enhancement to intermediate vision (Hany Michail, Alcon, personal communication, August 2013).22,23 However, 
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ReSTOR +2.5 D may not meet the EDoF criteria of providing a monocular EDoF >0.5 D over a monofocal at 0.2 
logMAR, because the add power is high enough that the defocus curve dips between distance and intermediate.24

Wavefront-Shaping IOLs
Despite the large offering on the market, current EDoF technologies present some disadvantages, especially with regard 
to visual disturbances and quality of vision.3,4 To overcome these limitations while still meeting the range-of-vision 
criteria for EDoF IOLs, a novel EDoF IOL optical technology called wavefront shaping has been developed (Figure 1E). 
A similar optical concept is applied to laser technology, especially for laser manufacturing: the principle is to modify or 
shape the wavefront of the light to change its spatial propagation, so that when the light reaches the retina, it is confined 
to a region within the EDoF channel.4 The wavefront-shaping technology is located on the anterior surface of the lens in 
the central 2.2-mm region of the lens and uses two smooth-surface transition elements that work effectively to alter the 
travel distance of the light entering the eye, producing a continuous extended range of vision from distance to functional 
near (Figure 2 and Supplementary video).5,25 The first element is a slightly elevated plateau (≈1 µm), and the second 
element is a small curvature change across the entire 2.2-mm central optic, which enables most of the light energy to be 
used.5,25 After light passes through the surface transition elements, the emergent wavefront takes the same shape as the 
anterior side of the IOL (Supplementary video). Parts of the wavefront advance, while the central portion of the 
wavefront is delayed, resulting in a continuous extended focal range.5 Notably, the very central portion of the wavefront- 
shaping optic is not elevated. This was designed specifically for pupils smaller than 2.2 mm,25 so the lens can still 
provide an EDoF through the pinhole effect in these patients (Figure 2). Unlike diffractive optics, wavefront-shaping 
technology does not “waste” light energy at high diffractive orders, and therefore maximizes the efficiency of the 
transmitted light across the range of vision.26

Clinical Performance
The optical design performance attributes of wavefront-shaping technology IOLs have demonstrated excellent clinical 
results. The technology has proven to meet the EDoF criteria in two trials while maintaining a monofocal visual 
disturbances profile.27,28 The data of two prospective, 6-month, multicenter, randomized, parallel-group trials 
(NCT03010254 and NCT03274986) indicated superior mean monocular distance-corrected VA at intermediate and 

Figure 2 Optical principle of the non-diffractive wavefront-shaping technology composed of two surface transition elements. These elements alter the travel distance of the 
light entering the eye, ensuring that parts of the wavefront advance, while the central portion of the wavefront is delayed, thus delivering a naturally occurring EDoF channel. 
The design is intended specifically for pupils smaller than 2.2 mm. The images were generated by one of the authors (Dr Xin Hong) who has given permission for inclusion in 
the manuscript. 
Abbreviation: EDoF, extended depth of focus.
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near (both <0.001), and non-inferior corrected distance VA in subjects (n = 282 and n = 218, respectively) after bilateral 
implantation of wavefront-shaping EDoF versus monofocal IOL.27,28 EDoF at 0.2 logMAR was increased with the 
wavefront-shaping technology by at least 0.50 D.27,28 The enhanced intermediate vision with wavefront-shaping 
technology was reflected in patient-reported outcomes, showing higher rates of spectacle independence than that of 
a monofocal design.27,28 Furthermore, reports of severe glares, halos, and starbursts were uncommon, with similar rates 
for wavefront-shaping and monofocal lenses (3.8% vs 2.5%, 0.9% vs 0%, and 3.8% vs 2.5%, respectively).27 The results 
on VA and subject-reported visual disturbances were also corroborated by other, smaller studies.7,8

Residual Surface Elevation
The wavefront-shaping optic is minimal in structure compared with diffractive optics that use multiple rings. Taking diffractive- 
EDoF IOLs as an example, whose diffractive rings have a profile change in height up to 6 µm, residual surface elevation maps 
showed that these are approximatively fivefold higher compared with the slightly elevated plateau of approximately 1 µm of the 
non-diffractive structure (elements 1 and 2 combined) of the wavefront-shaping IOL (Jessie Hull, Alcon, personal communica-
tion, June 2021 (Figure 3).29

Through-Focus Point Spread Function
As previously noted, an ideal EDoF IOL would provide a continuously focused light beam from distance to near vision.5 

The point spread function (PSF) cross sections for each IOL eye model were simulated with a pupil size of 3.0 mm and at 
various levels of defocus, ranging from +0.5 D to –2.5 D, to make image formation comparisons between different IOLs 
(Kevin Baker, Alcon, personal communication, May 2020). The through-focus PSF was created by combining the 
transverse intensity at each defocus plane and computed using the Fast Fourier Function (Kevin Baker, Alcon, personal 
communication, May 2020). Figure 4 shows that both diffractive EDoF IOLs exhibited several breaks along the range of 
focus, indicating the presence of areas where the light is not focused. These breaks are because of the diffractive design 
and can explain the presence of halos reported after implantation of these diffractive IOLs. Conversely, wavefront- 
shaping technology presents a continuous EDoF without unfocused light, which limits the risk of visual disturbances.5

Laboratory Halo Imaging
Halo images of diffractive, wavefront-shaping, and aspheric monofocal IOLs were measured at the distance foci using the high 
dynamic range halo measurement system (Dan Varson, Alcon, personal communication, July 2020). IOLs were mounted in 
a model eye with 0.2-µm corneal spherical aberration and an external pupil scaled to provide a 4.5-mm effective aperture at the 
IOL plane. Images used to compute the area under the curve parameter were measured with a 10× microscope objective fitted 
to the camera, and a 400-µm diameter pinhole for the target (Kevin Baker, Alcon, personal communication, May 2020). 
Results showed reduced halos with wavefront-shaping technology at best focus (similar to the monofocal), 1-D defocused, 5° 
tilted, and 0.5-mm decentered compared with the diffractive EDoF IOL (Figure 5). The monofocal-like bench halo of this lens 
technology was confirmed by patients reporting low rates of halos, starbursts, and glares via validated questionnaires in two 

Figure 3 Rotationally symmetric residual surface maps for wavefront-shaping and diffractive EDoF IOLs. The images were generated by one of the authors (Dr Xin Hong) 
who has given permission for inclusion in the manuscript. 
Abbreviations: EDoF, extended depth of focus; IOL, intraocular lens.
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randomized, controlled trials, as well as in other studies of different nature (Jessie Hull, Alcon, personal communication, June 
2021).7,8,27,28,30

Patient Selection
Patient selection is an important aspect in conducting well-controlled scientific clinical trials. However, the broader, 
more-diverse population of patients that surgeons meet and work with in clinical practice introduces greater variability, 
which warrants a holistic approach to IOL/patient matching that goes beyond inclusion and exclusion criteria typical of 

Figure 4 Simulated photopic through-focus PSF cross-section images. Light intensity (energy) – polychromatic. The images were generated by one of the authors (Dr Xin 
Hong) who has given permission for inclusion in the manuscript. 
Abbreviations: EDoF, extended depth of focus; PSF, point spread function.

Figure 5 Halo images with diffractive EDoF, wavefront-shaping, and monofocal IOLs. The images were generated by one of the authors (Dr Xin Hong) who has given 
permission for inclusion in the manuscript. 
Abbreviations: EDoF, extended depth of focus; D, diopter; IOL, intraocular lens.
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a randomized study.31 First, objective evaluations of ocular characteristics (such as qualitative and quantitative assess-
ment of corneal astigmatism, overall ocular surface health, and presence of comorbidities) need to be carried out to 
ensure the patient’s eligibility. Within this context, the surgeon should also take into account confounding factors, such as 
changes in the corneal curvature, which may hinder the accuracy of preoperative lens power calculations and negatively 
affect postoperative refractive outcomes.32 These anatomical and physiological assessments should then be followed by 
a discussion with the patient, to understand their goals and expectations as well as compromises they would agree to 
accept.33 Although there is no definitive guidance as to how to choose the “perfect” IOL, active involvement of the 
patient in the consultation journey is paramount to optimize outcomes and ensure high levels of satisfaction after 
implantation.

Conclusion
The increased demand from patients for reduced spectacle dependence has led to the development of new presbyopia- 
correcting IOLs, such as EDoF IOLs.4 Based on ANSI/AAO criteria, EDoF IOLs should provide patients with superior 
distance-corrected intermediate vision, an increased minimum depth of focus, and best-corrected distance vision similar 
to that offered by a monofocal.5,6 However, there is no mention of the level of visual disturbances in the criteria. In the 
past decade, several EDoF optical technologies have been developed and made available, with each exhibiting different 
clinical performances with associated visual disturbances.

The wavefront-shaping technology meets the ANSI/AAO EDoF criteria while limiting the level of visual distur-
bances. In this review, we explained the mode of action of the wavefront-shaping technology and showed that, unlike 
diffractive EDoF designs, this technology results in a continuous EDoF from distance to functional near without splitting 
light, which usually causes increased visual disturbances. Clinical data from two pivotal clinical trials assessing the 
visual performance of the wavefront-shaping technology showed similar results when compared with bench studies, 
namely showing a good distance, intermediate, and functional near vision with a visual disturbance profile similar to 
a monofocal IOL.27,30 Wavefront-shaping technology represents an important advancement in the field of ophthalmic 
surgery: when utilized appropriately, following an accurate patient selection process that holistically takes into account 
the recipient’s objective ocular assessment alongside their preferences and visual goals, this technology can improve the 
overall quality of vision of those undergoing IOL implantation.
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